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WAS PHRENOLOGY A REFORM SCIENCE? TOWARDS A NEW
GENERALIZATION FOR PHRENOLOGY
John van Wyhe
Cambridge University
Ah, does not every true man feel that he is himself made higher by
doing reverence to what is really above him?
Thomas Carlyle, On heroes, hero-worship, and the heroic in
history (1841), 271.

In this essay I argue that the general characterization of phrenology should not be that
phrenology was a reform science, as is a common view today, but that phrenology
was a science of personal authority. I will show that the reform science characterization, while perfectly appropriate during some periods of phrenology’s history and for
some of its advocates, is nevertheless inappropriate for the entirety of phrenology’s
history or indeed for the majority of phrenologists. On the other hand, one of the
more constant elements of phrenology throughout its existence, besides bumps, was
the power it gave to its practitioners to speak authoritatively on all things human.
When we encounter the word ‘phrenology’ it naturally elicits certain images and
associations in our brains. Often the familiar icon of a glazed plaster bust with its
black lines and rows of names is pictured. Since the late nineteenth century, perhaps
the most common association with the head-reading and character-delineating science of phrenology has been ‘pseudoscience’. Pseudoscience did, and often still
does, evoke the core of meanings commonly associated with phrenology. Roger
Cooter, the foremost historian of British phrenology, argued that since the “seventeenth century, the label ‘pseudoscience’ (or the appropriate synonym) has played
an ideologically conservative and morally prescriptive social role”,1 the idea being
that those who condemn doctrines as pseudoscience are apophantically eulogizing
their own ‘correct’ science.
More recently, philosophers and historians of science have undertaken the imposing task of overturning the modern view of science as somehow “a universal and
value-transcendent touchstone of truth, reason and rationality”.2 The history of the
discredited science of phrenology was a favourite subject for this task. In the 1970s and
1980s a number of sophisticated historians and sociologists of scientific knowledge
such as Cooter, Robert M. Young, Steven Shapin, David de Giustino, Terry Parssinen,
Angus McLaren and Ian Inkster largely succeeded in revising and reforging a new
general understanding of phrenology.3 Phrenology is now appreciated to have been
a very widespread cultural phenomenon during intervals from the 1800s to the midtwentieth century. Historiographical revision included the integration of the history
of phrenology within the larger concerns of social, political and economic history
of the nineteenth century. More specifically, phrenology was used to demonstrate
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that social factors were more relevant, more causal, and more widespread in science
than previously allowed. For example, phrenology was used to show that what were
once thought to be purely scientific debates could instead be forms of social conflicts.
Phrenology, as a well-documented science with no living adherents, was particularly
useful for establishing that the use and even some of the particular content of science
could be social aims in disguise, or have social interests as their proximate causes.
“Phrenology”, as Cooter succinctly wrote, “thus attracted a body of men who, for a
variety of cultural, political, and idiosyncratic reasons, wished to utilise phrenology
for specific social purposes”.4
As is well-known, phrenology was a species of character divination and philosophy
of brain function. The oft-repeated tenets of the system were:
(1) The brain is the organ of the mind.
(2) The mind is composed of multiple distinct, innate faculties.
(3) Because they are distinct, each faculty must have a separate seat or “organ” in
the brain.
(4) The size of an organ, other things being equal, is a measure of its power.
(5) The shape of the brain is determined by the development of the various organs.
(6) As the skull takes its shape from the brain, the surface of the skull can be read as
an accurate index of psychological aptitudes and tendencies.
Today phrenology (at least in academia) is no longer associated primarily with
‘pseudoscience’ but arguably with ‘social reform’ or depicted as a ‘tool for social
mobility’. Phrenology is commonly represented as “a reformist movement which
presented an alternative view of social change”.5 R. M. Young has also written that
“phrenology was propagated and well received as a platform for social, educational,
and public health reforms”.6 The overview of phrenology presented in Nancy Stepan’s
The idea of race (1982) offers a similar generalization: “as a movement, phrenology
in Britain was on the whole reformist rather than conservative.” In popular histories
of science, such as James Burke’s The day the universe changed (1985), phrenology
is also depicted as about the reform of society:
Sometimes an entirely new area of specialisation may be generated by socially
desirable goals.... The phrenologists were regarded as dangerous social reformers: they agitated for better treatment of the insane, for education of the working
class, criminal law reform, more enlightened colonial policy, improved working
conditions in factories, and of course for a change in their own social status.7
One needs only to mention phrenology at a conference to hear, as I recently did,
“Phrenology? Ah yes, wasn’t phrenology about the reform of society?”
Just as the term ‘pseudoscience’ reflected perhaps more on the interests of the users
of that term than on phrenology, the reform science views may be a reflection of the
interests and backgrounds of the historians who have created and used them. In fact
these historians of science were, in part, seeking to counteract the views of science
as naïvely internalist, value-free and exempt from social and cultural factors, which
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went along with representations of phrenology as pseudoscience. For these historians,
showing that phrenology was entwined with and integral with culture demonstrated
the inadequacy for claims that ‘real’ science is objective or neutral and somehow
independent from culture. A step further in this direction is the project of showing
how sciences are fully ‘embedded’ socially and culturally. At times the histories of
sciences like phrenology have been reworked almost as epiphenomena of the real
story of social and political history. Sciences were represented as weapons or tools
in the larger or more real social game and certainly not something independent of
that game. Of course a place in culture as a whole is certainly where sciences belong
if a full and sensitive understanding is valued.
This seems a story with a happy ending, so what could be wrong with describing
phrenology as “always a moderate reformist doctrine”?8 The problem is a perennial
objection to amendments of earlier views. The campaign to represent phrenology
as reform science goes too far beyond correcting older shortcomings and claims too
much efficacy for the new causal forces or too small a role for the previously exaggerated factors. It seems well-established now that all human activity — including
science — is part of social life. Scientists, no less than anyone else, are people of a
culture with their own social aims and interests. Historians of science are probably
unanimous that ‘science’ is only one activity of humans engaged in very many other
things, with many possibly conflicting interests and so forth. Science is no longer seen
as an inevitable and straightforward reflection of nature but as a body of knowledge
created by particular people in a particular social context.
However, there are two main problems with representing ‘phrenology’ as reform
science. The first is that we know of very many phrenologists who simply contradict
this interpretation. As Alison Winter observed, although “the so-called alternative
sciences have long been portrayed as vehicles of protest for individuals outside
cultural establishments of one kind or another, it has become clear that they had
far more adherents among the so-called scientifically orthodox than we might have
once supposed”.9
An example of a conservative proposal for phrenology’s application to society
came from the Anglican Rev. Henry Wintle (1770?–1850) of Somerton, Oxford, a
correspondent to the Tory Gentleman’s magazine. Wintle recommended the science
of phrenology as a means of arranging the heads of Britain so as to keep everyone
in their proper social place.10 The polymath William Whewell, later master of Trinity College Cambridge and one of the major players in the British Association for
the Advancement of Science, was a subscriber to the Phrenological journal.11 There
were other élites such as Sir George Steuart Mackenzie, FRSE (1799), FRS (1815),
or Richard Whately, Drummond Professor of Political Economy at Oxford (1829–31)
and Archbishop of Dublin (1831–53), who were some of phrenology’s most outspoken
devotees, yet they were not altogether orthodox in their other pursuits either.
It might be objected that a few exceptions such as these are irrelevant to characterizing phrenology as a reformist doctrine. Furthermore, a very long list of reformer
phrenologists in the UK, USA and Germany could easily be compiled. Nevertheless,
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reform is inappropriate for a representation of ‘phrenology’ generally. Phrenology, we
must remember, refers to a diverse set of behaviours, ideas, and iconography, from
the urbane originator of the science Dr Franz Joseph Gall of the 1790s, through to the
practical pier-side bump-reading practitioners of the 1940s. If the word ‘phrenology’
can be used for such diverse individuals over so much time, then the nineteenthcentury reform trends that accompanied phrenology from the late 1820s through the
1840s seem less important and integral to phrenology itself.
In addition to so-called establishment élites and non-reformers interested in phrenology, there is also the vast majority of active phrenologists in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries to consider. These individuals, the so-called practical phrenologists
or popular bump readers, have remained little investigated by historians.12 We know
that for-profit and often itinerant phrenologists were abroad in Britain as early as 1816
and from the 1830s in the USA and continued to practise until after the Second World
War.13 Cooter’s impressive biobibliography of British phrenology contains hundreds
of entries for “practical” and “consulting” phrenologists, even though these men and
woman usually left less material for posterity than the élite theoretical, scientistic and
reforming phrenologists.14 Practical phrenologists used the science to woo audiences
into a sense of the wisdom and skill of the phrenologist, so as to earn money through
character delineations, selling books and charts, and lecture performances. Rather than
seeking to reform morals or society, by and large the majority of phrenologists who
ever plied the trade sought to convince audiences that a phrenologist was someone
worthy of attention — someone who spoke authoritatively about human nature. This
was often in a context in which other wonders, such as spiritualism, mesmerism,
astrology and mysticisms, competed for attention (and money).
For example, in 1840 the popular London phrenologist Cornelius Donovan (c.
1820–72) founded the London School of Phrenology (later the London Phrenological Institute) in the Strand (and later on, Trafalgar Square). In the same year he also
became a member of the Phrenological Association. Donovan was a practical phrenologist in that he spent most of his phrenological effort in itinerant lecturing and
reading heads for a fee. He made plaster casts and offered courses of nine private
lectures for 3 guineas, 5 guineas for two persons taking the lessons together, and 6
guineas for three persons. He lectured throughout England, especially in the Southeast and the Midlands, and also in Scotland and Ireland. In 1843 he gave a course
of four lectures in Leicester. In 1849 he debated phrenology with the evangelical
Congregationalist clergyman Brewin Grant in Birmingham. Unlike his competitor,
the practical phrenologist James De Ville, Donovan was an educated man if we are
to judge from the extensive literary references and quotations from scientific and
classical works that pervade his writings. He published occasional articles in the
Phrenological journal, typically on the delineation of a famous criminal’s head.
His main work was a small book entitled A handbook of phrenology (1870). Most
of the phrenology practised by Donovan was the usual British fare — 36 faculties,
sentiments and rhetoric borrowed from the Combes. Although he copied illustrations
from later editions of Combe’s Constitution of man (1828), Donovan’s phrenology
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was not simply a copy of the leading phrenologists’ works. He saw phrenology as
a sub-department of physiognomy and he practised it accordingly. In addition to
surveying the general shape and especially the size and circumference of a head to
start with, Donovan would also attend to the folds of the ears and the shape of the
hands to determine the constitutional disposition to various ailments. Following these
general assessments, he practised his own art of head manipulation in which he felt
the organs of the head in a particular order and manner with his hands. Unusually,
Donovan’s book provided illustrations on this art of manipulation. Contrary to the
usual historical interpretations, he made no references to altering or reforming society,
education or religion. There is no evidence that he was a reformer. Instead he stressed
the need for the use of phrenology in deriving knowledge about the characteristics
of oneself and especially others. He left a number of pupils to carry on his practical
phrenological works, including his son Henry Cornelius Donovan (b. 1846), who
acquired the London practice, and Ebenezer Eve.
Despite the great diversity of the individuals who espoused phrenology throughout the last two centuries, some things were shared by all or most of them and it is
this that justifies our calling them phrenologists. This leads to the second problem
with phrenology as reform science. If there was a general essence, use, or point to
phrenology, it was not the reform of society or, as Adrian Desmond put it following
the work of Shapin, as an anti-Establishment “rank-breaker” science.15 Instead there
was a more basic use of phrenology of which the reform of government and society
is only one of many applications. Just as phrenology was always about reading
numbered character-determining brain bumps and busts with the familiar markings,
so too phrenology was always about epistemological certainty.
From its beginnings in the organological theories of the Viennese physician Franz
Joseph Gall, phrenology was described as a science which brought certainty where
before there was only speculation or conjecture.16 In a sense, phrenology was one of
many fusions between Enlightenment naturalistic traditions of scientific certainty
and the new territory of the human mind, about which it was possible to make
positive pronouncements. The advocates of phrenology, from the Germans Gall and
Spurzheim, to the Scot Combes, the American Fowlers, and the British Phrenological
Association disbanded in the 1960s, and all and sundry in between, believed ardently
that phrenology worked. That is, they believed that by virtue of this science of mind,
what they said about the aptitudes, psychology and behaviour of their fellow humans
was more certain and therefore more important than those who were without “the
most important scientific discovery ever made”.17 Even one of the last phrenologists
to make serious scientific pretensions, Bernard Hollander (1864–1934), wrote that
“those in authority and position” should not rest “until they have put beyond all doubt
the truth of [phrenology]”.18 In the 1960s a phrenologist wrote to R. M. Young, “the
only reason that I may appear enthusiastic is because day by day I find constant
confirmation of it”.19 The certainty and authority claimed by phrenologists remained
central to phrenology from the 1790s to the mid-twentieth century and was shared
by phrenologists of differing social and political persuasions.
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It is for these reasons that I think we should associate phrenology with epistemological status and a brash belief in the phrenological practitioner’s authority to
pronounce on the causes of human behaviour and psychological abilities, rather than
the social and political leanings or the social uses phrenology was put to by a minority
of élite phrenologists during the second quarter of the nineteenth century alone.
CAN A DOCTRINE BE ABOUT CERTAINTY AND AUTHORITY?

There are and have been countless systems of character reading and counselling in all
times and cultures. Phrenology was the way it was because high-status sciences were
evolving which early phrenologists tried to take advantage of. The pronouncements
of the phrenologist were said to be true because they were scientific facts drawn from
an unerring, constant Nature. Phrenology is therefore not unique in being an ostensible touchstone of truth doctrine whose advocates used it to increase their personal
status and authority.20 The history of science is dotted with such touchstone of truth
doctrines. John Henry describes the seventeenth-century mechanical philosophy, as
distinguished from the traditional scholastic philosophies, as fulfilling this role. The
new philosophy was based upon the purported certainties of geometrical reasoning.
“To be a natural philosopher, after all, was to be in possession of a key to answer all
questions about the physical world.”21 Steven Shapin observed: “From Gilbert and
Bacon to Descartes and Boyle, the new philosophers of nature and their cultural allies
avowed the supremacy of direct individual experience or intuition over trusting the
authority of previous writers. Natural knowledge, properly so called, was founded in
the evidence of nature or of individual reason, not in the say-so of traditionally trusted
sources.”22 Peter Dear, in another recent overview of the history of early modern
science, writes: “The famous ‘method’, which Descartes published ... represented
an attempt to ground all of his ideas in the various sciences on a foundation of certainty.”23 Descartes’s ambitious scheme was to supplant the authoritative Aristotle
in the schools of Europe.24
Closer in time and relevance to phrenology is the famous X Club, which has been
called “the most powerful coterie in late-Victorian science”.25 It was once received
wisdom in the history of science that the X Club was devoted to, among other things
like secularization and naturalism, promoting science professionalization. More
recently however Adrian Desmond has concluded, following the important work of
Ruth Barton, that the X Club was not about professionalization of British science;
instead, “[The X Club] was about status and emolument for the Xs themselves”.26
The philosopher of science David Hull likewise sees sciences as the product of the
interplay between individuals cooperating and striving for credit.27
Mesmerism was another doctrine that owed much of its proliferation to the
authority it was able to help fashion. As Alison Winter has argued, mesmerism created authority in two main ways.28 A mesmerist could affect the vital influences of
others, and the mesmerized state itself could provide special status or power to the
mesmerized. Mesmerism was about affecting or controlling others. Phrenology was
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knowing about others or revealing their secrets. Hence phrenology’s authoritative
role was epistemological. Phrenology provided the authority of a scientific seer to
the phrenologist not only during trances, nor in a restricted environment such as the
anatomy theatre, but everywhere. In every company and in every social situation the
phrenologist had the opportunity to make ‘observations’ — to confirm the truth of
phrenology on and to those around him, rendering those of both higher and lower
social status into objects of a new scale of phrenological classification.
A SCIENCE OF FAITH

Phrenology was also a type of faith that was labelled ‘science’. The most stressed
aspect of phrenology was its verity. Phrenology was not generally a research programme. Phrenologists did not conduct experiments to determine if the phrenological organs were accurately identified. A search for new cerebral organs was not a
significant part of phrenology. The details of phrenology were all taken on faith from
existing practitioners/believers buttressed by a belief that confirmative observations
meant the faith was justified and scientific. Contradictory findings were explained
away or ignored. The point was, phrenologists were not out to find the truth — they
already had it. After all, as the Phrenological journal boasted: “phrenological ... is
another word for natural”, and “whatever is natural is just to the same extent and
in the same degree phrenological”.29 In fact, every use of phrenology was a use of
faith. Every time one diagnosed a head one relied on the faith that it was true that
this particular bump housed its faculty. The authority and certitude that scientific
‘facts’ had acquired in the early nineteenth century was becoming more and more
familiar to lay audiences. We see this in the growth of scientific societies or in the
more than two dozen provincial disciplinary societies devoted to natural knowledge
such as natural history or botany, as well as journals and the flood of popular science literature.30 Phrenology combined belief in observational certainty with faith
in the phrenological localizations handed down by early practitioners. Therefore
phrenologists could make sweeping generalizations while remaining confident in
the empirical nature of their knowledge.
Of course I do not mean to imply that other sciences do not contain or use faith,
but that phrenology was mostly so and that that faith was in the certitude of phrenological knowledge of human nature. Benevolence was always under that particular
bit of skull and what phrenology dictated about it was true and could not be contradicted. Observations had rendered it “established” for all time.31 The phrenologists’
democratic-sounding pleas for empiricism and public observation to prove their
science have been interpreted as reason to equate phrenologist with reformer, as if
phrenologists were out to undermine élite authority and democratize science for all.32
Hence Cooter’s observation: “As its findings were visible, so its theory and practice
were easy to grasp. Thus the defence of phrenology was always inseparably a defence
of the rights of ‘the people’ against the rule of privileged groups.”33 Similarly Shapin
argued that the phrenologists’ appeals to the availability of phrenological observation
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to all was a symptom of the phrenologists’ “social programme, and was in itself a
proposition of great social significance”.34
The emphasis on observation was not just a means of criticising élite philosophers
in Edinburgh.35 The practice began with Gall many years before phrenology came to
Scotland and continued throughout phrenology’s existence.36 Phrenologists insisted
that observation and knowledge were available to everyone only insofar as these
claims justified their own participation in otherwise specialist subject matter, and
when critics pointed to discrepancies in phrenology, or when disreputable mountebanks used head reading to make fast money, contradictory arguments appeared.
Then phrenologizing depended on intimate familiarity with the details of the science
or individual skill in reading the organs correctly.37 This feature was highlighted
by the well-connected physician and physiologist Peter Mark Roget (1779–1869),
now remembered as the author of the thesaurus that bears his name, in his entry in
the Encyclopaedia Britannica.38 Roget claimed to examine phrenology only for its
physiological and anatomical merit, self-consciously avoiding the more ‘irrational’
forms of criticism, an approach that signalled his standing above such impassioned
diatribes. Roget coolly concluded that phrenology was unfounded and the claims
of its proponents exaggerated. Roget observed that the phrenologists turned tails to
suit their needs so that they could proclaim “that the evidence of their science are
palpable and demonstrative, that the field of nature is open to all inquiries ... [and]
when such judgement is against them, they can turn round, and allege that in order to
arrive at the truth a peculiar discretion and tact” and long experience are necessary.39
The common denominator was always that the phrenologist should be recognized
as a man of scientific authority.
Phrenologists following Spurzheim sometimes used reform language because it
was also useful to attract new recruits. Calls to reform education, criminal punishment,
government, free trade and society were commonplace in the 1820s and 1830s. But
not all talk of reform was sincere or effective. It need not reflect the thoughts of a
social reformer. Phrenologists never acted coherently in party political affairs.40
THE CERTAINTY OF PHRENOLOGY

What we loosely call ‘phrenology’ evolved considerably from the 1790s to the
1960s. From its inception Gall’s system was about certainty. “Nature”, Gall wrote
to a prospective lecture organizer, was his “sole authority”, which allowed Gall to
triumph over his opponents through the greater epistemological power of his natural
knowledge.41 Gall adamantly repeated in his writings that his system swept away the
old speculation about mind and so conferred certainty where metaphysics produced
only confusion. That is, Gall claimed greater certainty for his science because of
the association he made between it and an irrefragable touchstone of truth. As Gall
recalled his medical student days,
We had much said to us about the functions of the muscles, the viscera, etc., but
nothing respecting the functions of the brain and its various parts. I recalled my
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early observations, and immediately suspected, what I was not long in reducing
to certainty, that the difference in the form of heads is occasioned by the difference in the form of the brains.42
The period in which Gall was in public the most, when he most frequently presented his system and received the most praise and criticism, was during his great
lecture tour of more than forty European cities between 1805 and 1807.43 During
this time Gall and his system or Schädellehre were all the rage. Gall lectured at
universities, courts and castles, and had debates with eminent scientific men across
northern Europe. It is tempting to conclude that Gall sought to promote and diffuse
his new science. But this would be misleading. Gall repeatedly told his audiences
that his system was too difficult for them to try. When Gall left Germany in 1807 and
settled in Paris, no disciples remained in Germany to sustain Gall’s doctrine. It died
out when Gall, the only practitioner, departed. The Amsterdam newspaper De Ster
reported in 1806 that Gall did not approve of any of the pamphlets by others about
his system because Gall wished to be the only exponent of his system.44
If we suppose that Gall sought only scientific status or to spread his doctrine, his
tour could be considered of questionable success. If, however, we consider what
it did for Gall’s social and intellectual status and authority, then it was a dazzling
success, which is how Gall himself regarded it. Throughout his tour, Gall moved
in élite circles, not only aristocratic, bureaucratic and clerical, but also cultural and
scientific.45
The crucial point for Gall was convincing his audiences. He tried to convince them
that he had discovered an important new science by virtue of which he was a unique
authority on human nature. In this endeavour all means were legitimate. “Generally I
have arranged my lectures so that they have a great interest for everyone.”46 It worked.
Gall was, for a time, one of the most famous men in Europe. He made a fortune, and
by his own account, was immensely satisfied.47
It was the attempt of Gall’s former dissectionist Johann Gaspar Spurzheim
(1776–1832), from 1814 to reproduce in Britain the success Gall had achieved
in Europe, that allowed phrenology to become a socially significant phenomenon.
At first Spurzheim called phrenology “the physiognomical system of Drs Gall and
Spurzheim”. Spurzheim told his British audiences and readers that the aim of the
system he was espousing was “the knowledge of human nature”.48 According to
Spurzheim, human nature was still largely a mystery. There were some basic reasons
for this lamentable state of knowledge. One was that Man was generally treated as a
being distinct from the rest of Nature, which was false.49 Another was that there were
so many conflicting opinions. How could one know which to believe and which to
reject? The answer lay in the physiognomical system. By considering Man naturally,
and by following the methods of physical science, one could expect consensus.
Spurzheim claimed that the physiognomical system contained all of these elements,
which previous philosophies lacked. Thus the long-sought-for certainty about human
nature, morals and mental philosophy was dawning. The main point of the system
was not any changes that would be entailed by its new revelations of Man’s true
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needs and capacities, but the certainty of the knowledge of Man.50 Gall’s system
was the science of human nature — the greatest of sciences; it would conquer where
philosophers and theorists had struggled in vain for centuries. Hence it should be of
interest to everyone, as Spurzheim declared: “it is impossible to find any object of
greater importance than this, or of more durable interest.”51
The prevailing explanation of Spurzheim’s aims is that he was “primarily interested
in the applications of phrenology to the reform of society and morals”.52 I think the
evidence points elsewhere. Spurzheim’s main aims were rather fame and wealth rather
than the reform of society.53 Although Spurzheim boasted that all must be “different
from what it has hitherto been”, and denigrated the “uselessness of the proceedings
of our predecessors” (as his British disciples too would later boast), Spurzheim had
no specific plans for change or reform.54 His language of reform was a hollow bid for
recognition. Spurzheim was never involved in social reforms, founded no schools or
asylums, and took no part in political life in Britain, Germany, France or the USA.55
Grand prognoses of change made exciting reading with reform bills on the political
horizon, but there was nothing behind them, clearly not the “vast programme for the
re-distribution of rights, privileges and priorities within British society” that Steven
Shapin inferred from the phrenologists’ overblown rhetoric.56 The older interpretation
was supported by Spurzheim’s rhetoric that one of the benefits of the establishment
of his certain science of Man would be a more rational organization of society.
However, rhetoric of change was only one of many techniques Spurzheim employed
to emphasize the sweeping power and relevance of the system he was expounding.
Writing and lecturing on phrenology provided Spurzheim’s primary income. When
his lectures were banned in 1825, he moved from Paris to London. Even Gall wrote
a friend that Spurzheim “has made the whole thing more of a money maker than a
pure search for the truth”.57
Through phrenology, according to Spurzheim, one could quickly and easily step
to the forefront of scientific status.58 Hence phrenology, that “great Limbo of vanity”
as the editor of the Edinburgh review and staunch anti-phrenologist Francis Jeffrey
called it, tended to draw particularly arrogant men as its main advocates.59 And so
phrenology, as Gall’s system before it, was a science of certainty. It conferred certain
truth and knowledge on its possessors. These powers of firm and certain knowledge
could, of course, be applied to major intellectual and political debates of the time,
be it reform of parliament, social reform, education, or repeal of the Corn Laws, or
they could be used simply to demand respect at a social gathering.
In the Transactions of the Phrenological Society (established in 1824), the first
publication devoted to phrenology, the essential advantage of the science was
described by George Combe (1788–1858) as an epistemological certainty.60 Here a
careful reading reveals the place the reform of society held for phrenologists in the
early 1820s. First of all, the “system of truth” (phrenology) conferred epistemological
certainty on those who believed in and practised it.61 Subsidiary to this Leitmotif was
the fact that phrenology would bring clarity to the philosophy of Man.
Phrenology, by presenting to observation a corporeal organ, by means of which
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a particular faculty manifests itself, will tend considerably to do away with the
airiness and shadowy uncertainty which at present attend this branch of metaphysical science ... and by this mode of philosophizing, any point which has
once been fixed, will not be liable to be again shaken loose and subjected anew
to uncertainty and doubt.62
Here we might be tempted to conclude that phrenology was only a method
employed by certain men in Edinburgh to undermine élite university philosophers.
However, this interpretation is rendered problematic by the fact that the university
philosophers themselves, such as Thomas Reid and Dugald Stewart, did not agree
on this question. So, on this point at least, it was not a question of phrenology versus
élite philosophers of mind.
Observation was one of the foundation stones of phrenological certainty. As
Combe wrote in the “Preliminary dissertation on the progress and application of
phrenology”:
The degree of conviction resulting from observations ... repeated on a great
variety of individuals, and in every diversity of circumstances, far surpasses that
which can be produced by perusal of the most minute and authentic details of
cases observed by others. By contemplating phenomena as they actually exist,
the mind forms a judgment concerning the real nature of their relation to each
other, with higher degree of certainty and satisfaction.63
Only on pages 52–53 of the “Preliminary dissertation” is it mentioned that society
could be better arranged if phrenology were accepted as true. It is not my point to
deny that many phrenologists wished to change society. However, I think we need
to restore this point to its proper place within the culture of phrenology, as one of a
number of subsidiary reasons why phrenology was considered important or useful.
Another founding declaration of the Edinburgh phrenologists was the unsigned
“Introductory statement” that commenced the Phrenological journal, the main organ
for the phrenologists of Britain until 1847.64 On the first page the editors stated that
they wished to “make our motives and our objects perfectly understood ... [since] very
few individuals indeed have yet formed an adequate conception of the real nature, the
cogent evidence, and the vast importance of phrenology”. What was this vast importance? Was it the light phrenology threw on how society ought really to be arranged?
Alas, no. This “system [which is] near its certain destination of being deemed the most
important discovery of modern times” had as its “object” “scientific truth”.65 In this
introductory statement at least, “scientific truth” meant that questions long debated
were to be considered soluble by the advocates of phrenology. More particularly,
phrenology was useful in overcoming the derision and counter-arguments of sceptics
at social gatherings.66 Here the social muscle of phrenology was first flexed. After all,
as the writers added: “Mr Abernethy, of high medical renown, has, in a tract on the
subject, in 1821, borne his testimony to the beauty and certainty of the philosophy
of mind, to which the phrenologists have been led.”67 In this introductory statement
there was no difference of social class between phrenologists and their critics. The
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phrenologists were described as “men of philosophical habits” or “inquiring men”.68
In the final paragraph we read that if there were a difference between phrenologists
and their critics it was likely to be age, not social class or status.69
These were not merely enthusiastic early statements that do not reflect what phrenologists generally believed. In 1832 T. I. M. Forster, the man who coined the word
‘phrenology’ for this system in 1815, wished to call “the attention of the [British
Association for the Advancement of Science] to ... perhaps the highest department
of human science, viz. the foundation of certitude in the perceptions of the mind,
and on the nature of axioms [i.e. phrenology]”.70 George Combe tirelessly advocated
essentially the same point. “A fierce and universal conflict of opinions is maintained
on many important subjects connected with mind, which cannot be satisfactorily
settled till the true philosophy of man shall be discovered and understood.”71 “If,
therefore, Phrenology could introduce into the philosophy of mind even a portion of
the certainty and precision which attend physical investigations, it would confer no
small benefit on this interesting department of science; and ... it is fully competent
to do so.”72 It was fully competent to do so, in Combe’s view, because it possessed
“an irresistible authority”.73 Since this was the case, phrenology was “one of the
most valuable discoveries that ever graced the annals of philosophy”.74 Dr William
Gregory, Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, recommended phrenology in 1836 because it offered certain
knowledge of character.
I have studied the science of Phrenology, and have the firm conviction that, in the
hands of properly qualified observers, this science affords the means of ascertaining with certainty the natural dispositions and talents of such individuals as
possess healthy brains.... I have also had very frequent opportunities of witnessing the facility and certainty with which character is discriminated by practised
phrenologists in the case of living persons. It would be superfluous to point out
the advantage of such a power, especially in the case of convicts.75
In France too phrenologists such as Joseph Vimont (1795–1857) proclaimed that
phrenology was important because of the certainty of its facts.76
In America also, phrenology was billed as valuable and useful because it provided certain knowledge of human nature. The Fowler family was foremost in this.
The practical phrenologist Lorenzo Niles Fowler (1811–96) told the readers of his
countless practical phrenology works that phrenology was absolutely true because
“the facts are self-evident”.77
The phrenological phenomena are uniform, throughout the whole human family,
and throughout the whole animal kingdom. The whole world is challenged not
only to produce a single important exception, but also to examine the facts in the
case. This uniformity proves the existence of certain phrenological laws which
govern these phenomena. Phrenology, then, is consistent in theory, and susceptible
of physical demonstration, by an appeal to nature, and to facts.78
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Lorenzo’s brother, Orson Squire Fowler (1809–87), also represented phrenology as
true of necessity and therefore the pronouncements of its practitioners were commensurably valid.79 This certainty translated into the authority of the phrenologist
to pronounce on the answers to questions such as which career or spouse to pursue,
because the phrenologist, like the “mariner with his compass to direct his ship over
the boundless ocean”, had “the compass of the mind, by which they could direct with
unerring certainty, the steps from childhood to youth, from youth to manhood”.80
The prominent American Christian phrenologist Rev. George Sumner Weaver
(1818–1908) declared that phrenology was the key to “unlock the golden treasurehouse” of mental science and “confer upon every man, every woman, the priceless
boon of [self] knowledge”.81 Even in the early twentieth century the psychologist and
critic of cerebral localization Shepherd Ivory Franz observed that phrenology was
distinguished from other forms of psychology by “a definiteness to diagnosis”.82
By virtue of the unquestionable truth and accuracy of phrenological knowledge
about human beings, the possessors of this knowledge could use it as an argumentative
weight to throw onto the side of whatever endeavours they pursued. The middle-class
reformers studied by Cooter and others are one example of this. Cooter observed that
phrenology provided “what all who seek to morally reform society require in the face
of their opponents, an ultimate touchstone of truth — a touchstone, moreover, that, in
stemming from nature, could be held to be uncorrupted by the culture and customs
nurtured arbitrarily by the traditional retainers of power”.83 Similarly, E. P. Thompson
argued that phrenological Owenites used phrenology as “the last and conclusive link”
in their chains of arguments on behalf of a rationalized secular society.84
Christian phrenologists in Britain and America often used phrenology as additional
weight to prove the existence of God. Phrenological organs such as Veneration or
Wonder possessed the innate functions to worship a deity and feel awe at the thought
of a creator.85 Calvinists felt vindicated by the phrenological faculties for greed and
desire that confirmed human depravity.
The certain truth of phrenology was naturally an essential point for professional
phrenologists, those who made a living by lecturing or writing on phrenology or
performing phrenological delineations. The preface to a self-advertizing pamphlet by
the mid-nineteenth-century practical phrenologist H. Lundie is a typical illustration
of the connection between phrenology’s authority and the urgency with which the
public was advised to consult a phrenologist (in this case Lundie himself). Lundie,
making no reference to reforming society, argued that all the decisions of life should
be guided by the authoritative knowledge of the phrenologist:
... by far the greatest number of those evils attendant on frail humanity, would be
avoided [if] at every turn of life we should consult this infallible oracle [phrenology]. If about to marry, Phrenology will point out to us the characters, dispositions, and tempers of those with whom we are about to be united for life. Have
we sons and daughters — and do we wish them to learn those trades, callings,
and professions best suited to their various organisations? If so, Phrenology will
point out to us their various capabilities, and prevent that cruel disappointment
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which is to be met with in every day’s occurrences; and, if we are desirous of
knowing the true characters of clerks, shopmen, domestics, masters, &c, Phrenology will teach us to read it in the various shapes and developments of the human
head. Does it not then become the bounden duty of parents to have the heads of
their children examined...?86
CONCLUSION

I have argued that phrenology was not, essentially, about reform but about “irresistible
authority”.87 Phrenology was used as an alternative or supplementary foundation for
intellectual and epistemological authority. This was so not just to further the aims
of reformist groups. Phrenology, as a new science with “lofty pretensions”, was a
highly competitive option to supplement one’s status and authority in the way that
membership in a gentlemanly club or geological society could be.88 Of course I do not
mean that phrenology was only about authority and certainty. Phrenology’s inspiration
for non-phrenologists in particular is probably irrelevant to this view, especially for
those non-phrenologists whom it inspired to think in new ways, such as those who
took care of the insane and investigators of the brain.
This essay has aimed at a particularly intractable target, our general understanding
of ‘phrenology’ as a science with “reformist pretensions”.89 In one sense there is no
such thing as ‘our general understanding’, it is a short cut for similarities in many
modern representations of phrenology. The case presented here is therefore particularly vulnerable since it can always be asserted that no one really holds this general
view, that it is only a straw man. Similarly, it would not be difficult to contradict
the general view as I have represented it, with the citation of isolated passages from
previous historians of phrenology where they characterize phrenology otherwise. But
these will not do. The general tenor of the large body of historiography referred to
here is unmistakable. The cumulative effects of this literature have been to constrain
the possible understandings a reader can create regarding phrenology. As Seymour
Mauskopf has written:
The historiography of phrenology has exhibited what is perhaps the clearest and
most coherent development of any literature on marginal science, moving over
time from a rehabilitative effort initially couched in terms of the contribution of
phrenology to neuro-anatomical development, to a much more social and relativistic orientation. In so doing, this literature has reflected the more general shifts
of interest and orientation in history of science over the past forty years.90
Nevertheless, it should be clear that the foregoing discussion is not intended to
falsify the writings of social historians of phrenology who argued that many phrenologists used their science to justify demands for greater social participation, political,
educational, and other reforms, and so forth. Cooter, for example, knew perfectly
well that phrenologists were not merely reformers. Social reform was only one of the
consequences seen to follow from the establishment of phrenological certainty about
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human nature. Instead, my aim is the general characterization held by historians of
science today about phrenology.
I hope this disquisition has demonstrated that phrenology was used to create personal authority through certain knowledge, or one might even say positive knowledge
— just as August Comte wished to establish a positive science of human sociology
based on certain natural facts and saw fit to borrow from Gall’s version of positive
psychology. Philosophers had long been envious of the epistemological certainty
that adhered to the pronouncements of men of science, as when Thomas Reid, the
leading figure in the Scottish ‘common sense’ school, hoped that philosophers of
mind would “produce a system of the power and operations of the human mind no
less certain than those of optics or astronomy”.91 If we must use generalizations for
things like phrenology, it seems more appropriate to say that phrenology was about
authority.
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